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Title:
Accelerant
Series:
Abiassa's Fire #2
Author:
Kendig, Ronie
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
6 x 9, 375 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-048-1
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-048-7
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Leesburg, VA
Sales Handle:

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Escaping with their lives, Haegan and the remnant of Seultrie flee to the north.
Harnessing his newfound gift, Haegan stumbles in his role as king of the Nine
Kingdoms and accelerant-in-training. Poired Dyrth’s Scourge spreads, people
and tribes are lost. As hope dims and courage fails, Haegan discovers a truth
more powerful than all the Flames.
About the Author:
Ronie Kendig is an award–winning, bestselling author who grew up an Army brat.
She married a veteran, and together their lives are never dull with four children and
two dogs—a Maltese Menace and a retired military working dog. Ronie's degree in
Psychology has helped her pen novels of intense, raw characters.
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Marketing Highlights:
·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
ThemeIt's okay to have doubts, but when you
entertain them and allow them to control you,
the whole of your world suffers. This is the
quote from William Shakespeare encapsulates
Accelerant's theme: "Our doubts are traitors,
and make us lose the good we oft might win,
by fearing to attempt."
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Title:
Beast
Series:
Author:
Schroeder, Chawna
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 255 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Dark Fantasy
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-026-0
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-026-5
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
48
Author Hometown: Minnesota
Sales Handle:
Raised among dogs then kidnapped by slavers, a feral girl fights to regain her
identity. But whether a beast or something better, only she can determine her fate.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

I am Beast. I serve the master. For as long as Beast can remember, she has
lived among her master's dogs. With them she sleeps. With them she eats. With
them she fights and struggles to survive. But through hunger and cold she dreams
of one day becoming her master’s favorite, earning bones with meat and a place
beside the fire. When her pack scatters after a surprise raid, Beast must defend
herself against slavers, hunting down the loners. They are so strong, and she is
only a beast . . . or is she?For anyone who has found a monster within, Beast
is a tale of truth and transformation.
About the Author:
Chawna Schroeder loves stretching both the imagination and faith through her
novels. Living in Minnesota, she dreams of far-off places, daring swordfights,
magic spells, and princes in disguise. When she isn’t committing her dreams to
paper, you can find her studying the biblical languages, working with fiber, or
teaching about the importance of discernment.
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Marketing Highlights:
·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
ThemesYou don't have to earn, explain or
understand God's love; only accept that it is.
AND
You are who God declares you to be. (The
truest thing about you is what God says about
you.)
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Broken Sight
The Face of the Deep
Rzasa, Steve
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 259 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/Action
& Adventure
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-022-8
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-022-7
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
48
Author Hometown: Buffalo, Wyoming
Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
With his faith shaken and remnants of the secret police rising up once again,
Commander Brian Gaudette fears his broken sight won’t be strong enough for the
conflict ahead.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Be careful what you fight for... In a realm where religious freedom has just
been restored, Commander Brian Gaudette feels more isolated than before. His
Marketing Highlights:
wife left with their daughter. His crew is bickering. Even his God seems distant. A Theme Living with the responsibility of
distress call from a remote planet offers him a much needed distraction. But what
freedom is more daunting
than the battle to gain it.
he finds in responding to it will take focus and backup. Because, despite best
efforts to disband the secret religious police, remnants have been biding their
time. And their new found weapon makes up for what they lack in numbers. With
his faith shaken, will Brian’s broken sight be strong enough to see him through
this conflict?
About the Author:
By day, Steve Rzasa works as your local technical services librarian in Buffalo,
Wyoming. By night, Steve dons his spacesuit and authors speculative fiction. Steve
has written several books, including Broken Sight, which won the American
Christian Fiction Writers' Best Speculative Fiction award in 2012. He and his wife,
Carrie, have two boys whom he is teaching to love all things sci-fi and superhero.
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
Two young people struggle to understand the mind-communication abilities thrust
upon them. While Achan learns to use his new ability, Vrell struggles to shut hers
down. All the voices strive to learn Achan and Vrell's true identities—and a
different kind of voice is calling them both. ?Toward a destination that is by
darkness hid.
Description:

Darkness divides the land. Half of Er'Rets is locked beneath an impenetrable
shroud. On the side that still sees the sun, two young people struggle to
understand the mind-communication abilities thrust upon them. It's called
bloodvoicing. Some say it's a gift. One of the newly "gifted" wish it had never
come. Achan had been a slave all his life. Worse than a slave—a stray. He is
consigned to the kitchens of a lord and forced to swallow a foul potion every
day. When an enigmatic knight offers to train Achan for the Kingsguard, he
readily accepts. But his new skills with the sword do not prepare him for the
battle raging between the voices in his head. Vrell Sparrow is not who she seems.
She masquerades as a boy to avoid capture by the powerful forces that seek to
exploit her. But Vrell feels called to help a young squire who recently discovered
his bloodvoicing gift, even if doing so requires her to work with those who could
destroy her. While Achan learns to use his new ability, Vrell struggles to shut hers
down. All the voices strive to learn Achan and Vrell's true identities—and a
different kind of voice is calling them both. Toward a destination that is by
darkness hid.
About the Author:
Jill Williamson is a novelist, dreamer, and believer. She writes stories that
combine danger, suspense, and adventure for people of all ages. Jill started Novel
Teen Book Reviews (www.novelteen.com) to help teens find great books to read.
She lives in Oregon with her husband and two children. By Darkness Hid is her
first novel.
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By Darkness Hid
Blood of Kings #1
Williamson, Jill
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 364 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Young Adult
Fiction/Religious/Christian/Fa
ntasy
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
General Trade
0-9821049-5-2
978-0-9821049-5-8
$22.99
1 April 2009

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Oregon
Competitive Titles:

Marketing Highlights:
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Chains of Gwyndorr
The Poison Tree Path
Chronicles #1
Author:
Campbell, Joan
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 266 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-024-4
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-024-1
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
48
Author Hometown: Johannesburg, South
Africa
Title:
Series:

Sales Handle:
Under the oppressive rule of the Highborns, two friends unleash a powerful force.
Is it the key to break the chains of Gwyndorr? Or is it an even greater shackle?

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Secret schemes. Stolen magic. Trapped behind Gwyndorr’s towering walls,
Shara longs to unlock the secrets that surround her. She believes the Cerulean
Dusk Dreamer is the key. The power rock gives vivid dreams of the past and
future but it also has a dark side. Its forces lay siege to her future, tightening her
chains. In seeking help, Shara rekindles a forbidden friendship with Nicho, the
Lowborn lawbreaker facing banishment to the Rif’twine Forest. Together, Shara
and Nicho must thwart the plans of their enemies. But what if the power they
unleash is an even greater chain than what they’ve come to bear?
About the Author:
Joan Campbell is the author of Encounters: Life Changing Moments with Jesus,
a collection of short stories, reflections, and prayers. Chains of Gwyndorr is her
debut novel. Joan lives in Johannesburg, South Africa, with her husband, two
daughters and their Labrador, Tabeal, named after one of the characters in the
novel.
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Marketing Highlights:
·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
Theme Captivity or freedom, every choice
we make is a crossroad.
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Title:
Series:
Author:

Sales Handle:
With glad tidings and hearts binding, a cowboy Christmas may be just the thing to
show four couples that home isn’t a place but a person.
Description:

Glad tidings, hearts binding. They’ve weathered a lot worse than winter. For
widow June Harper, another cold front is about to hit. Most call him Hugh. She’d
call him Scrooge, except as the man ensures her needs are met, June can’t help
but wonder how to meet the needs of his heart. Netty Lewis can take care of
herself, has for a while now. Some hired help over the holidays doesn’t change
that. And even if Roy does take care of her, that doesn’t mean he cares for her
or that he’ll stay past Christmas. Pastor Colton McCabe is having the opposite
problem. He’s not sure he’ll make it through the holidays with his new
housekeeper. Grace can’t seem to do anything right but love. Perhaps being a
homekeeper will earn her a permanent residence in his heart. And no one longs
for a home more than Connie Lancaster. She’s determined to return to St. Louis,
and no cowboy can change her mind. But if Isaac can change her heart, maybe
Connie will see the homecoming she’s been waiting for isn’t to a place but a
person.
About the Author:
Writing is usually a solitary act, but reader-favorite authors (and friends) Mary
Connealy, Ruth Logan Herne, Julie Lessman, and Anna Schmidt got a happy
Christmas miracle when invited to work together on Cowboy Christmas
Homecoming.
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Cowboy Christmas
Homecoming
Connealy, Mary, Herne, Ruth
Logan, Lessman, Julie and
Schmidt, Anna
Gilead Publishing
5.5 x 8.5, 360 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Romance/Holiday
Fiction/Christian/Historical
General Trade
1-68370-012-0
978-1-68370-012-8
$21.99
14 October 2016

Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown:
Competitive Titles:

Marketing Highlights:
·Hired Wynn-Wynn Media for a publicity
campaign
·Cover reveal and giveaway
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Blog tour
·Facebook party with the authors
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:

Sales Handle:
Lady Firebird Angelo Caldwell has been sentenced to death "in absentia" for
treason, sedition, and heresy. The last thing she expects is a summons to return
home and be confirmed as an heiress of her royal house.

Crown of Fire
Firebird #3
Tyers, Kathy
Enclave
6 x 9, 265 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
Fiction/Science Fiction/Space
Opera
General Trade
1-62184-047-6
978-1-62184-047-3
$21.99
21 July 2015

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Montana
Competitive Titles:

Description:

One Extraordinary Woman and the Enemy Within Lady Firebird Angelo
Caldwell has been sentenced to death "in absentia" for treason, sedition, and
heresy. The last thing she expects is a summons to return home and be confirmed
as an heiress of her royal house. But merciless foes are destroying entire cities of
the Federate worlds. These renegades are trying to wipe out the messianic
Caldwell bloodline, and they have almost eradicated the royal Angelos. To help
trap an assassin, Firebird agrees to wear the heiress's tiara for one day of
perilous pageantry. Still, Firebird's deadliest enemy—the one that can destroy or
bereave her—isn't that renegade assassin. Neither is it the despotic regent who
hopes to seize the Angelos' throne, nor even the threat of dying in a desperate
military strike at the renegades' world. Unless she can bring her own pride to
heel, everything she cherishes will be lost.
About the Author:
Kathy Tyers is known for her Star Wars Expanded Universe novels, The Truce at
Bakura and New Jedi Order: Balance Point. Besides the classic "Firebird"
novels—Firebird, Fusion Fire, Crown of Fire, Wind and Shadow,
and Daystar—she has published five other science fiction novels, a travel book,
and co-authored a book with classical guitarist Christopher Parkening. Kathy lives
in southwestern Montana. www.kathytyers.com
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Title:
Daughter of Light
Series:
Follower of the Word #1
Author:
Busse, Morgan L
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 363 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-935929-49-6
ISBN-13:
978-1-935929-49-9
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
1 April 2012
Case qty:
Author Hometown:
Sales Handle:
What if with one touch you could see inside the soul? Rowen Mar lives in fear of
her new found power, the ability to see the darkness inside the human heart. But
what if this power was not a curse, but a gift?
Description:

What if with one touch you could see inside the soul? As the Shadonae
rise in the west and war threatens the north, a young woman discovers she is not
human . . . Rowen Mar finds a strange mark on her hand, and she is banished
from her village as a witch. She covers the mark with a leather glove and seeks
sanctuary in the White City. She lives in fear that if she touches another person,
the power inside her will trigger again, a terrifying power that allows her to see
the darkness inside the human heart . . . But the mark is a summons, and those
called cannot hide forever. For the salvation of her people lies within her hand.
About the Author:
Morgan L. Busse writes speculative fiction for the adult market. She is the author
of the Follower of the Word series and the new steampunk series The Soul
Chronicles from Enclave Publishing. Morgan lives on the West Coast with her
husband and four children. You can find out more about Morgan at
morganlbusse.com.
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Title:
The Deliverer
Series:
The Sword of Lyric #4
Author:
Hinck, Sharon
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 314 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-049-2
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-049-7
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
21 July 2015
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Minnesota
Sales Handle:
Eager to serve the One, a young songkeeper travels to the dark and foreign nation
of Hazor, with a confusing, rough–edged companion who has lost his Restorer
gifts. As danger rises, she loses her freedom, her memories, and her hope. Now
even the very music of her soul is threatened.
Description:

A Lost Songkeeper Must Lead Her People to a Long Awaited Deliverer.
Eager to serve the One, a young songkeeper travels to the dark and foreign
nation of Hazor, but her confusing, rough–edged companion has lost his Restorer
gifts. As danger rises against them both, she loses her freedom, her memories,
and her hope. Now even the very music of her soul is threatened. In our world,
Susan Mitchell no longer feels at home in the carpool lane. Burdened by the
unhealed scars from her trips through the portal, she fights to suppress her worry
about her son, who remains out of contact in Lyric. But when a mysterious
message hints Jake is in danger, she and her husband are swept away—to the
place they least expect. Clan rebellions. Lost Restorers. Has the One turned
away, or will the face of the Deliverer bring light to the darkness?
About the Author:
Award–winning author Sharon Hinck is a wife, mom, and recent grandma, and has
an M.A. in communication from Regent University and has served as the artistic
director of a Christian performing arts group, a church youth worker, and a
professional choreographer. To learn more about her writing, visit her at
www.sharonhinck.com.
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Title:
Dreams of Caladria
Series:
Author:
Bentz, Joseph
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
6 x 9, 386 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-045-X
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-045-9
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
7 April 2015
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Southern California
Sales Handle:
Jeremy quit his job at the bank to follow his dream to be a musician. But when he
is sucked into a vortex, he lands in a dangerous new world, a world where music is
absolutely prohibited—on pain of death.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

The message he brought saved an entire world. Through the breaking ice, in
a vortex of brilliant light, energy, and sound, Jeremy plunges into a dangerous and
mysterious new world. It is a world where music is absolutely prohibited—on
pain of death. And Jeremy breaks that law when he arrives in Persus Am in a
swirling cloud of light and music. A stranger in a strange land, he does not know
why he has been sent. But it soon becomes clear that he must risk everything to
help his new friends in the weary and war-torn world. From the vast Gray Desert
to the jeweled palace of Persus Am, the forbidding Rock of Calad to the fabled
land of Caladria, Jeremy finds himself in the midst of horrifying evil and heroic
goodness. As he searches for an answer to why he is here, he must face the truth
that is written on his own heart.
About the Author:
Joseph Bentz, Ph.D., is a professor of English at Azusa Pacific University. He is
the author of four novels and four books of non-fiction, the latest being Pieces of
Heaven: Recognizing the Presence of God. He has won the Silver Angel Award
and his novel A Son Comes Home was chosen as one of the Top Ten Christian
Novels of the Year by Booklist magazine.
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
Earth has emerged from a cataclysmic dark age with little knowledge of its past.
Humanity ventures into the stars, joining other sentient races in a sprawling,
prosperous interstellar Confederacy.

Edge of Oblivion
The Chronicles of Sarco #1
Johnston, Joshua A
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 366 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/Action
& Adventure
Fiction/Science Fiction/General
General Trade
1-62184-071-9
978-1-62184-071-8
$19.99
15 April 2016

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown:
Competitive Titles:

Description:

A Forgotten Past. A Terminal Future. Earth has emerged from a cataclysmic
dark age with little knowledge of its past. Aided by the discovery of advanced
alien technology, humanity ventures into the stars, joining other sentient races in a
sprawling, prosperous interstellar Confederacy. That peace is soon shattered.
Without warning, the Confederacy comes under attack by an unstoppable alien
force from the unknown regions. With hopes for civilization's survival dwindling,
Commander Jared Carter is sent to pursue an unlikely lead: a collection of
ancient alien religious fragments which may—or may not—hold the key to their
salvation ...
About the Author:
Joshua A. Johnston grew up reading the grand masters of science fiction and still
devotes more time to their endless galaxies than he really should. You can find him
online at www.joshuaajohnston.com.
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Title:
Embers
Series:
Abiassa's Fire #1
Author:
Kendig, Ronie
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
6 x 9, 431 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-057-3
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-057-2
Price:
$22.99
Pub Date:
10/16/2015
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Leesburg, VA
Sales Handle:
He's coming for them. And the kingdom. Haegan and Kaelyria Celahar are
royal heirs of the Nine Kingdoms, but Haegan is physically crippled. What chance
does he have against Poired Dyrth, the greatest enemy the kingdom has ever
faced. Their only chance lies in embers.
Description:

He's coming for them. And the kingdom. Haegan and Kaelyria Celahar are
royal heirs of the Nine Kingdoms, but Haegan is physically crippled. What
chance does he have against Poired Dyrth, the greatest enemy the kingdom has
ever faced, who wields fire with a power none can match? Their only hope is
forbidden: Kaelyria must transfer her fire-harnessing abilities to Haegan. When
she does it comes with a terrible price: Haegan’s disability is healed, but only by
being transferred to Kaelyria. This decision causes their father, the King, to
unleash his wrath against Haegan. Haegan must flee the kingdom alone with two
impossible tasks: Find a cure for Kaelyria and stop the coming war with the
omnipotent Poired Dyrth.
About the Author:
Ronie Kendig is an award–winning, bestselling author who grew up an Army brat.
She married a veteran, and together their lives are never dull with four children and
two dogs––a Maltese Menace and a retired military working dog. Ronie's degree
in Psychology has helped her pen novels of intense, raw characters.
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
Robin Laughlin (a.k.a. the superhero Failstate) just learned that his father was
actually a criminal! But that news can wait. A new nemesis named Abaddon is
wrecking havoc and a group of unusual new heroes have appeared. Will this finally
mean Failstate's failure?

Failstate: Nemesis
Failstate #3
Otte, John W
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 315 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/Action
& Adventure
Juvenile Fiction/Science Fiction
Young Adult
1-62184-033-6
978-1-62184-033-6
$19.99
1 October 2014

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Blue Springs, Missouri

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Abaddon will destroy you all! Robin Laughlin (a.k.a. the superhero Failstate)
has finally achieved his dream. Not only is he a licensed vigilante, but he’s
respected by his fellow heroes, feared by criminals, and he’s finally achieved
peace in his family, especially with his brother, Ben (a.k.a. the superhero
Gauntlet). That, plus the love of his girlfriend, Charlene, has made life good. But
then Failstate learns a secret about his father. Rather than the loving family man
he remembers, Failstate’s father was a criminal who got himself killed when he
crossed the wrong people. Before he can process this new information, he
receives a warning that a villain named Abaddon is coming to New Chayton. The
message is all the more disturbing since it’s delivered by Lux. She died in
Failstate’s arms a year earlier. How can she possibly be alive? Those mysteries
will have to wait, though, as Abaddon storms New Chayton, strewing death and
destruction in his wake. But he’s not the only newcomer. Unusual heroes are
appearing throughout the city. Can Failstate get to the bottom of the
reappearance of Lux, the influx of new heroes, and the truth behind his father's
past––all while keeping Abaddon at bay? Abaddon may prove to be Failstate’s
greatest nemesis. But what will Failstate have to sacrifice along the way?
About the Author:
John W. Otte leads a double life. By day, he's a Lutheran minister, husband, and
father of two. By night, he writes unusual stories of geeky grace, including the
Failstate books and Numb.
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Title:
Series:
Author:

Sales Handle:
Will they find life on Mars... before it finds them? After landing on the Red
Planet, Valkerie Jansen comes down with a mysterious illness and is attacked by
someone––or something––that can't possibly exist.

The Fifth Man
Oxygen #2
Olson, John B and
Ingermanson, Randy
Enclave
6 x 9, 374 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/General
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
General Trade
1-62184-064-6
978-1-62184-064-0
$21.99
21 January 2016

Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: San Francisco (Olson)
and Pacific Northwest (Ingermanson)
Competitive Titles:

Description:

Will they find life on Mars... before it finds them? After landing on the Red
Planet, Valkerie Jansen has made the discovery of a lifetime––evidence of past
Marketing Highlights:
life on Mars. Shortly after she comes down with a mysterious illness and is
attacked by someone––or something––that can't possibly exist. Everyone but
Bob Kaganovski thinks she is hallucinating. NASA, fearing "back contamination"
to earth, sets plans in motion to permanently quarantine the astronauts on Mars.
Is Valkerie's "fifth man" real? If not, then who or what is trying to kill the crew?
About the Author:
John Olson got his Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of Wisconsin at
Madison. Randy Ingermanson got his Ph.D. in theoretical physics from the
University of California at Berkeley. For no good reason, John and Randy would
rather make up stories about imaginary people than do honest work. This is a
serious character defect, but they're not a bit sorry.
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Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:

Sales Handle:
Lady Firebird Angelo departs her home world expecting death in space combat.
Captured instead, she finds a new destiny among an ancient telepathic family—and
a new kind of battle against implacable enemies. With newly created maps and
annotations, the first three volumes of the Firebird series is now in this single
volume.
Description:

Her death was expected, but something more powerful kept her alive.
Lady Firebird was born to the royal family of Netaia. Because of her birthplace
in the family, however, her life is expendable. Honorable suicide is the highest
calling she could hope to attain. When she is chosen to lead an attack on the
neighboring planet of Veroh her death is expected. Instead she is taken prisoner
during the battle and is held by the enemy. With her own people seeking her
sacrifice, Firebird must choose between two worlds before she can carve out her
new destiny. This is the story of Lady Firebird's personal battle and its eternal
consequences, not only for herself but for everyone around her, and especially
the man who loves her.
About the Author:
Kathy Tyers published her first science fiction novel in 1987 and she has been at it
ever since. She is known for her Star Wars Expanded Universe novels—The
Truce at Bakura and New Jedi Order: Balance Point. She also likes being
known for her original Firebird series. Firebird, Fusion Fire, and Crown of
Fire (Volumes 1-3) were later combined into one book as The Annotated
Firebird, Volume 4 is Wind and Shadow, and the messianic Daystar rounds out
the series. She has also published three other science fiction novels, a travel book,
and co-authored a book with classical guitarist Christopher Parkening. Kathy lives
in southwestern Montana. www.KathyTyers.com
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6 x 9, 264 Pages
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General Trade
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Size:
Binding:
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Sales Handle:
Darkness trembles. Achan steps into his role as Crown Prince and prepares for
war. But war against whom?

From Darkness Won
Blood of Kings #3
Williamson, Jill
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 494 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy &
Magic
General Trade
0-9825987-7-7
978-0-9825987-7-1
$22.99
04/01/2009

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Oregon
Competitive Titles:

Description:

Darkness trembles. Achan steps into his role as Crown Prince and prepares
for war. But war against whom? Could Esek still be alive? Has Lord Nathak
taken Esek's place? Or is the mysterious Hadad the true enemy Achan must
confront? Vrell has her own agenda of serving Prince Oren as a healer, but when
she is stormed and lost to the Veil, Achan does all he can to bring her back. His
conversations with her are strange, though, as if she has no memory of who he is.
In a land consumed by Darkness, the fate of Er'Rets hangs in the balance as
Achan endeavors to take the throne and end the reign of Darkness.
About the Author:
Jill Williamson's first novel, By Darkness Hid, won the Christy Award. She loves
working with teenagers and gives writing workshops at libraries, schools, camps,
and churches. She lives in Oregon with her husband and two children. Visit Jill
online at www.jillwilliamson.com.
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Sales Handle:
Forced to forsake her royal heritage, Lady Firebird now faces new and powerful
enemies. Meanwhile, on another world, Firebird’s sister defects to the enemy camp
and is made a prisoner.

Fusion Fire
Firebird #2
Tyers, Kathy
Enclave
6 x 9, 284 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
Fiction/Science Fiction/Space
Opera
General Trade
1-62184-041-7
978-1-62184-041-1
$19.99
7 April 2015

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Southwestern Montana
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Description:

A new life for Lady Firebird... Forced to forsake her royal heritage, Lady
Firebird now faces new and powerful enemies. Firebird is pregnant with twins
when her new husband, Brennen Caldwell, is left as the only heir to ancient
messianic prophecies. Meanwhile, on another world, Firebird’s sister defects to
the enemy camp and is made a prisoner. Brennen’s superiors ask him to try to
rescue her, and Phoena’s desperate husband travels light-years trying to enlist
Brennen’s aid. But Brennen is not tempted to comply … until a divine dream
sends him exactly where he does not want to go.
About the Author:
Kathy Tyers is known for her Star Wars Expanded Universe novels, The Truce at
Bakura and New Jedi Order: Balance Point. Besides the classic "Firebird"
novels—Firebird, Fusion Fire, Crown of Fire, Wind and Shadow,
and Daystar—she has published five other science fiction novels, a travel book,
and co-authored a book with classical guitarist Christopher Parkening. Kathy lives
in southwestern Montana. www.KathyTyers.com
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Title:
Heir of Hope
Series:
Follower of the Word #3
Author:
Busse, Morgan L
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 427 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-039-5
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-039-8
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
04/07/2015
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Sacramento, CA
Sales Handle:
What would you sacrifice to save mankind? Rowen and Caleb must find their
way along the dark path set before them. If either of them fails, all will be lost...

Competitive Titles:

Description:

What would you sacrifice to save mankind? The great city of Thyra has
fallen and shadows spread across the land. Rowen Mar, the last Truthsayer, is
taken before the Shadonae. But the Shadonae are not who she thought they
were, and now they want to claim her as their own. Caleb Tala, former
assassin and prince, is now a Guardian of mankind. Exiled from his country,
Caleb wanders the desert in search of his mother's past and clues to who he is.
These are the last days of the Eldaran race. Rowen and Caleb must find their
way along the dark path set before them by their ancestors: to heal what was
wounded and love where hatred grows. But the road is narrow and the darkness
beckons. If either of them fails, all will be lost... And the human race will be no
more.
About the Author:
Morgan L. Busse writes fantasy for the adult market. She is the author of the
Follower of the Word series and the new steampunk series The Soul Chronicles
from Enclave Publishing. Morgan lives on the West Coast with her husband and
four children. You can find out more about Morgan at morganlbusse.com
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On the run to save her baby—A pregnant cyborg and a teenage boy fight
against intergalactic governments to protect the unborn. Will their enemies run
them down? Or will Zain find a new place for her and her child?

The Hive
Otte, John W
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 325 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
Fiction/Science Fiction/Action
& Adventure
General Trade
1-62184-061-1
978-1-62184-061-9
$19.99
16 October 2015

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: South St. Paul,
Minnesota
Competitive Titles:

Description:

On the run to save her baby. A pregnant cyborg and a teenage boy fight
against intergalactic governments to protect the unborn. Why is Zain pregnant?
She belongs to the Hive, a collective of cyborgs who choose to live apart from
the rest of human society. At times, the Hive rent out some of their females to
produce tailor-made children for paying couples. But Zain is an engineer, not a
breeder. When she finds herself separated from the Hive, she decides to find the
person who she thinks ordered the baby. Surely they'll help her find her way
home. Matthew "Scorn" Nelson has spent the better part of his teenage years
cracking computer systems, causing mischief and havoc wherever he can. But the
night of his greatest triumph turned into a painful memory, one he wants to erase.
But that night was also his first step on a road to faith. When Zain arrives on his
doorstep, Scorn is horrified. What's he supposed to do with a pregnant teenage
cyborg? Unfortunately, he'll have to answer that question on the run. Zain's
people want to reclaim her and terminate her pregnancy. And both the Ministrix
and the Praesidium, two intergalactic governments in a constant state of cold war,
want Zain's baby for their own reasons. Will their enemies run them down? Or
will Zain find a new Hive for both her and her child?
About the Author:
John W. Otte leads a double life. By day, he's a Lutheran minister, husband, and
father of two. He graduated from Concordia University in St. Paul, Minnesota,
with a theatre major, and then from Concordia Seminary in St. Louis, Missouri. By
night, he writes unusual stories of geeky grace. He lives in South St. Paul,
Minnesota, with his wife and two boys.
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Knox's Irregulars
Series:
Author:
Bush, J. Wesley
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
6 x 9, 246 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
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Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
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General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-031-X
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-031-2
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$18.99
Pub Date:
10/01/2014
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Kiev, Ukraine
Sales Handle:
Randal Knox never wanted to be a leader. But as the firstborn son of the Prime
Minister, he seemed fated to a life in politics. Knox has a choice. Will he hide
safely in the catacombs beneath the city or embrace his calling as a leader?

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Marketing Highlights:

"Those fanatics think in slogans and talk in bullets. Such men can't be
reasoned with... only fought." Randal Knox never wanted to be a leader. But
as the firstborn son of the Prime Minister, he seemed fated to a life in politics.
Fleeing his family plans, Randal enlists with the armored infantry, thinking he’ll be
safe on the snowy border with neighboring Abkhenazia. When followers of the
Prophet take control of the region, his haven turns into a slaughterhouse. A vast
army of zealots invades New Geneva, routing its tiny defense force and sending
the remnants fleeing for their lives. Knox is forced to take charge of a small band
of survivors, sheltering them in the mountains. Knox has a choice. Will he hide
safely in the catacombs beneath the city or embrace his calling as a leader? It
could take everything he has, including his life, to save his people. The militia is
scattered, his only allies are a turncoat Abkhenazi, a mad Belorussian immigrant,
a beautiful but rookie medic, and a handful of armored infantry.
About the Author:
J. Wesley Bush currently lives and works in Kiev, Ukraine, where he reports on
economics. He has previously served as an airborne infantryman, military
intelligence cryptolinguist, NGO worker, and historian. He also spent two years as
a unicyclist in a circus. He is the husband of a lovely wife and the proud father of
five boys.
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Who will keep the song alive? Every generation has a Songkeeper—one
chosen to keep the memory of the Song alive. And in every generation, there are
those who seek to destroy the chosen one.

Orphan's Song
The Songkeeper Chronicles #1
Adams, Gillian Bronte
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 290 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Young Adult
Fiction/Religious/Christian/Fa
ntasy
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
General Trade
1-68370-028-7
978-1-68370-028-9
$21.99
10/14/2016

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown:
Competitive Titles:

Description:

Who will keep the song alive? Every generation has a Songkeeper—one
chosen to keep the memory of the Song alive. And in every generation, there are
those who seek to destroy the chosen one. When Birdie's song draws the
attention of a dangerous Khelari soldier, she is kidnapped and thrust into a world
of ancient secrets and betrayals. Rescued by her old friend, traveling peddler
Amos McElhenny, Birdie flees the clutches of her enemies in pursuit of the truth
behind the Song’s power. Ky is a street-wise thief and a member of the
Underground—a group of orphans banded together to survive . . . and to fight
the Khelari. Haunted by a tragic raid, Ky joins Birdie and Amos in hopes of a
new life beyond the reach of the soldiers. But the enemy is closing in, and when
Amos’ shadowed past threatens to undo them all, Birdie is forced to face the
destiny that awaits her as the Songkeeper of Leira.
About the Author:
Gillian Bronte Adams is a sword-wielding, horse-riding, coffee-loving author from
the great state of Texas. During the day, she manages the equine program at a
Christian youth camp, but at night, she kicks off her boots and spurs and transforms
into a novelist. Her love of epic stories and a desire to present truth in a new way
drew her to the realm of fantasy.
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Sales Handle:
Take a deep breath... it could be your last. Valkerie, tough, beautiful, with an
uncanny knack for survival, and Bob Kaganovski, the ship's paranoid mechanic, are
halfway to the Red Planet when an explosion leaves only enough oxygen for one.
All evidence points to sabotage—and Valkerie and Bob are the obvious suspects.

Oxygen
Oxygen #1
Olson, John B and
Ingermanson, Randy
Enclave
6 x 9, 395 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science Fiction/General
Fiction/Christian/Suspense
General Trade
1-62184-063-8
978-1-62184-063-3
$21.99
01/21/2016

Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
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Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
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Author Hometown: San Francisco (Olson)
and Pacific Northwest (Ingermanson)
Competitive Titles:

Description:

Take a deep breath... it could be your last. Valkerie is tough, beautiful, and
has an uncanny knack for survival. When NASA chooses her for the first mission
to Mars, Valkerie is thrilled—until she learns she's displacing celebrity astronaut
Josh Bennett. Bob Kaganovski, the ship's mechanic, is paid to be paranoid—and
he's good at it. After a teeth-rattling launch, Bob realizes that his paranoia hasn't
prepared him for this trip. He can deal with a banged-up spaceship, but how's he
going to survive the next five months with HER just a flimsy partition away?
Halfway to the Red Planet, an explosion leaves the crew with only enough
oxygen for one. All evidence points to sabotage—and Valkerie and Bob are the
obvious suspects.Oxygen is a witty, multi-award-winning roller coaster ride, with
a plot that moves at the speed of light. The authors had hoped to work in some
coll controversy on science, faith, the meaning of life, the existence of God, and
possibly even the Coke versus Pepsi debate, but they were having so much fun
writing the story that they forgot to offend anyone.
About the Author:
John Olson got his Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of Wisconsin at
Madison. Randy Ingermanson got his Ph.D. in theoretical physics from the
University of California at Berkeley. For no good reason, John and Randy would
rather make up stories about imaginary people than do honest work. This is a
serious character defect, but they're not a bit sorry.
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Title:
The Restorer
Series:
The Sword of Lyric #1
Author:
Hinck, Sharon
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 350 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-935929-35-6
ISBN-13:
978-1-935929-35-2
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
1 October 2011
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Minnesota
Sales Handle:
Soccer mom in our world. Promised deliverer in another. When Susan Mitchell is
pulled through a portal into another world, she finds a desperate nation waiting for a
promised Restorer.
Description:

Soccer mom in our world. Promised deliverer in another. Susan Mitchell
thought she was an ordinary homemaker. She was wrong. Pulled through a portal
into another world, she finds a desperate nation waiting for a promised Restorer.
While she struggles to adapt to a foreign culture, she tackles an enemy that is
poisoning the minds of the people, uncovers a corrupt ruling Council, and
embraces a profound spiritual journey. Will this adventure demand her life? Can
she find a way back to her family? She has always longed to do something
important for God, but can she fill this role?Explore this new expanded edition
complete with devotional guide, bonus scenes, and other fun extras.
About the Author:
Sharon Hinck has experienced many adventures on the road of following Christ,
but none has involved an alternate universe (so far). Winner of three Carol Awards
and a Christy finalist, she is a wife and mother of four, with an M.A. in
Communication and makes her home in Minnesota.
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Title:
The Restorer's Journey
Series:
The Sword of Lyric #3
Author:
Hinck, Sharon
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 288 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-935929-77-1
ISBN-13:
978-1-935929-77-2
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
1 October 2012
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Minnesota
Sales Handle:
With a loved one's life at stake, Jake charges through the portal into Lyric to stage
a dramatic rescue, trusting that the signs that mark him as Restorer will guarantee
success.
Description:

His choices have the power to save or destroy. With a loved one's life at
stake, Jake charges through the portal into Lyric to stage a dramatic rescue,
trusting that the signs that mark him as Restorer will guarantee success. But
everything familiar in Lyric has vanished, swept away by deadly lies and a corrupt
king. As forces conspire to turn him from his purpose, Jake finds his path leading
to places beyond his courage. While he confronts the temptation to flee his
calling, Susan struggles in brutal captivity. Can she gain freedom before the
enemy destroys her spirit, and will Jake choose to follow his destiny before
everything is lost? This new expanded edition includes a devotion guide,
bonus scenes, and other great extras to immerse the reader in the world on
the other side of the portal. —Carol Award Winner—
About the Author:
Sharon Hinck has experienced many adventures on the road of following Christ,
but none has involved an alternate universe (so far). Winner of three Carol Awards
and a Christy finalist, she is a wife and mother of four, with an M.A. in
Communication and makes her home in Minnesota.
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Title:
The Restorer's Son
Series:
The Sword of Lyric #2
Author:
Hinck, Sharon
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 301 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-935929-57-7
ISBN-13:
978-1-935929-57-4
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
1 April 2012
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Minnesota
Sales Handle:
Plunged again into the gray world of Lyric and Hazor, Susan and Mark search
frantically for their teenage son, Jake, as all signs hint that a traitor is in their midst.
Assassins, political intrigue, and near misses will lead them into the dark prisons of
Hazor before the One's purpose is revealed.
Description:

Chosen to save a people. Called to serve an enemy. Plunged again into the
gray world of Lyric and Hazor, Susan and Mark search frantically for their
teenage son, Jake, as all signs hint that a trusted ally has betrayed them.
Assassins, political intrigue, false leads, and near misses beset their path, which
will lead them into the dark prisons of Hazor before the One's purpose is
revealed. Cast out by those he trusts and preferring to cross swords with the
One rather than yield to His will, Kieran flees to enemy Hazor, only to find that
the One knows no borders. Pursued by his calling, Kieran finds a boy without a
home, a king with burning questions, and a nation torn by darkness. As he
embraces the tasks the One has set before him, this new Restorer learns that the
One requires his all—perhaps even his life. This new expanded edition includes
a devotion guide, bonus scenes, and other great extras to immerse the
reader in the world on the other side of the portal.
About the Author:
Sharon Hinck has experienced many adventures on the road of following Christ,
but none has involved an alternate universe (so far). Winner of three Carol Awards
and a Christy finalist, she is a wife and mother of four, with an M.A. in
Communication and makes her home in Minnesota.
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Description:

The hunted Feravolk are counting on Jayden, a seventeen-year-old,
dagger-wielding, storm-detecting orphan, to save their race. Maybe they
should have thought of that before they killed her family. The land of
Soleden is dying because the sorceress queen hunts and kills the people who
cared for all nature, the Feravolk. Through their special bond with animals, the
Feravolk have become more than men. Faster, stronger, masters of camouflage
and stealth. Only a Deliverer born the night of the Blood Moon can save them
from extinction. According to prophecy, Jayden is a Deliverer, but it’s not a
destiny she wants. She has no sympathy for either side. The Feravolk killed her
family, so they can die for all she cares. And fighting the queen with nothing but
daggers and her special abilities—storm predicting—is a suicide mission. Destiny
can pick someone else. Except hiding from destiny proves difficult; Deliverers
attract powerful Protectors. Jayden’s is one of the Feravolk, so he can’t be
trusted. But he makes her feel safe. Makes her want to save his race. If she
chooses to keep hiding, he’ll remain one of the hunted, but he’ll protect her even
if it means his death if she faces the queen. Making the right choice has never
been so excruciating, especially since the prophecy says nothing about the
Deliverer’s success, or survival.
About the Author:
S. D. Grimm’s first love in writing is young adult speculative fiction—everything
from urban fantasy to superheroes. Her office is anywhere she can curl up with
her laptop and at least one large-sized dog. You can learn more about her and her
upcoming books at www.sdgrimm.com.
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Grimm, S. D.
Enclave
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PB-Trade Paperback
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21 October 2016
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·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
Theme Love always protects, no matter the
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Sales Handle:
Returning to their Kentucky horse farm for Christmas seems like an impossible
hurdle to the Tucker sisters, but the horses have a way of healing heartache. Love
and mistletoe don’t hurt either.

Sleigh Bells Ring
Bricker, Sandra D., Scott,
Barbara J., Sowell, Lynette
and Worth, Lenora
Gilead Publishing
5.5 x 8.5, 320 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Romance/Holiday
Fiction/Christian/Romance
General Trade
1-68370-007-4
978-1-68370-007-4
$21.99
14 October 2016

Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown:

Competitive Titles:
A Season to Wed (978-0-310-39588-1)

Description:

Santa Claus is coming to town, and so are the Tucker sisters. Never mind
a pony. The Tucker girls have inherited their father’s horse farm for Christmas.
Make that . . . a rundown horse farm. It needs some serious TLC in order to
make it sell-ready. Joanna knows that by recruiting her sisters and one handsome
ranch hand they can fix up the place and even celebrate one last Christmas while
they’re at it. However, to Isabella, returning to their home in Kentucky bluegrass
country for Christmas seems like an impossible hurdle. Can her Chicago
boyfriend make life merry and bright again? One thing’s for sure—nothing is
peace on earth for Sophia as a new beau brings up old wounds. And when the
fate of the horse farm is put in jeopardy because Amy accidentally fraternizes
with the enemy, tensions rise. But it’s not like the land developer stole Christmas
. . . just her heart. Can the Tucker sisters have themselves a merry little
Christmas?
About the Author:
Writing is usually a solitary act, but reader-favorite authors (and friends) Sandra D.
Bricker, Lynette Sowell, Barbara J. Scott, and Lenora Worth got a happy
Christmas miracle when invited to work together on Sleigh Bells Ring.
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Title:
Son of Truth
Series:
Follower of the Word #2
Author:
Busse, Morgan L
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 341 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-935929-91-7
ISBN-13:
978-1-935929-91-8
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
04/01/2013
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Sacramento, California
Sales Handle:
As the Shadonae solidify their hold on the city of Thyra, Rowen Mar, the last
Eldaran and savior of the White City, awakens to find herself hunted by those she
has saved.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Arise now, guardian... The war in the north is over, but the war for all the
Lands has just begun. As the Shadonae solidify their hold on the city of Thyra,
Rowen Mar, the last Eldaran and savior of the White City, awakens to find
herself hunted by those she has saved. Meanwhile, the assassin Caleb Tala finds
himself in the presence of the Word. The time of reckoning has come, and he
must pay the price for all the lives he has taken. But in his moment of judgment,
Caleb is given a second chance to change his life. These two hold the power to
save the Lands from the Shadonae. One must escape slavery, and one must
choose to forsake everything before the world is consumed in darkness.
About the Author:
Morgan L. Busse writes speculative fiction for the adult market. She is the author
of the Follower of the Word series and the new steampunk series The Soul
Chronicles from Enclave Publishing. Morgan lives on the West Coast with her
husband and four children.You can find out more about Morgan at
morganlbusse.com.
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Title:
Songkeeper
Series:
The Songkeeper Chronicles #2
Author:
Adams, Gillian Bronte
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 340 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Fantasy
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Fantasy/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-069-7
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-069-5
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
15 April 2016
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Texas
Sales Handle:
Freed from the hold of a slave ship, Birdie, the young Songkeeper, and Ky, a
street-wise thief, emerge to a world at war. Ky returns to his besieged home city in
hopes of leading his fellow runners to safety.
Description:

War ravages Leira and the Song has fallen silent. Freed from the hold of a
slave ship, Birdie, the young Songkeeper, and Ky, a street-wise thief, emerge to
a world at war. Hordes of dark soldiers march across Leira, shadowed by
whispers of plague and massacres, prompting Ky to return to his besieged home
city in hopes of leading his fellow runners to safety. Desperate to end the fighting,
Birdie embarks on a dangerous mission into the heart of the Takhran’s fortress.
Legend speaks of a mythical spring buried within and the Songkeeper who will
one day unleash it to achieve victory. Everyone believes Birdie is the one, but the
elusive nature of the Song and rumors of other gifted individuals lead her to doubt
her role. Unleashing the spring could defeat the Takhran once and for all, but can
she truly be the Songkeeper when the Song no longer answers her call?
About the Author:
Gillian Bronte Adams is a sword-wielding, horse-riding, coffee-loving speculative
fiction author from the great state of Texas. A love of epic stories and a desire to
present truth in a new way drew her to the realm of fantasy. During the day, she
manages the equestrian program at a youth camp. But at night, she kicks off her
boots and spurs, pulls out her trusty laptop, and transforms into a novelist.
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Marketing Highlights:
Theme Even in unimaginable circumstances,
peace and rest can come
from trusting wholly in God
and knowing that He is in
control.
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Space Drifters: The Emerald
Enigma
Series:
Space Drifters #1
Author:
Regnier, Paul
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 319 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Space
Opera
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-014-7
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-014-2
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
36
Author Hometown: Orange County,
California
Title:

Sales Handle:
Broke, with an unreliable star freighter and a bounty on his head, Captain
Starcrost's only hope is to find the fabled charm, the Emerald Enigma.
Description:

Space heroes or cosmic rejects? Captain Glint Starcrost is not having the
carefree, adventurous life the space academy brochures promised star pilots.
Broke, with an unreliable star freighter and a bounty on his head, Glint is
desperate enough to try anything. Even set out on a quest to find a fabled good
luck charm, the Emerald Enigma. Now for a crew. A passive aggressive ship
computer, a peaceable alien warrior, and time-traveling teen from the past aren’t
what he had in mind. But they’ll have to do. The Emerald Enigma won’t wait
forever and neither will the bounty hunter tracking him.
About the Author:
Paul Regnier is a technology junkie and web designer with a fascination for all
things futuristic. He has turned his childhood love of storytelling into a professional
pursuit. Paul lives in Orange County, California, with his wife and two children.
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Marketing Highlights:
ThemeUltimate value is found in friendship.
(“Neither height nor depth nor
any other created thing shall
be able to separate us from
the love of God.” Romans
8:39)
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Space Drifters: The Iron
Gauntlet
Series:
Space Drifters #2
Author:
Regnier, Paul
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 241 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Space
Opera
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-008-2
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-008-1
Price:
$19.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
48
Author Hometown: Orange County,
California
Title:

Sales Handle:
No good-luck charm will help Captain Glint Starcrost as he goes up against the
most fearsome, fang-filled alien fighters in the no-holds-barred reality show, The
Iron Gauntlet.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Reality check. No good-luck charm can help Captain Glint Starcrost out of this
no-holds-barred reality show. The Iron Gauntlet pits competitors against four of
the most fearsome, fang-filled, alien fighters in the universe. He's one of the few
human challengers ever chosen to contend, but he’s not alone. A fan, a
mysterious benefactor, offers Glint and his ragtag team support. The catch? If
Glint loses or withdrawals from the competition, it will mean a permanent game
over for his crew and the woman he loves. Will he have the mettle to medal? Or
is the game too much of a gamble?
About the Author:
Paul Regnier is a technology junkie and web designer with a fascination for all
things futuristic. He has turned his childhood love of storytelling into a professional
pursuit. Paul lives in Orange County, California, with his wife and two children.
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Marketing Highlights:
·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
Theme Love finds its purest expression in a
willingness to sacrifice for others. (“Greater
love has no one than this, than to lay down
one’s life for his friends.” John 15:13)
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:

Sales Handle:
Kat Bloodmayne is one of the first women chosen to attend the Tower Academy
of Sciences. But who has time for class when your soul is dying? Kat has power
over the natural laws of life, but every time she loses control, it kills a part of her
soul. If she doesn't find a cure, she will become something else entirely.

Tainted
The Soul Chronicles #1
Busse, Morgan L
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 291 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Science
Fiction/Steampunk
Fiction/Science Fiction/Action
& Adventure
General Trade
1-62184-067-0
978-1-62184-067-1
$19.99
15 April 2016

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Sacramento, California

Competitive Titles:

Description:

What happens when your soul dies? Kat Bloodmayne is one of the first
women chosen to attend the Tower Academy of Sciences. But she carries a
secret: she can twist the natural laws of life. She has no idea where this ability
came from, only that every time she loses control and unleashes this power, it
kills a part of her soul. If she doesn't find a cure soon, her soul will die and she
will become something else entirely. After a devastating personal loss, Stephen
Grey leaves the World City Police Force to become a bounty hunter. He
believes in justice and will stop at nothing to ensure criminals are caught and
locked up. However, when Kat Bloodmayne shows up in his office seeking his
help, his world is turned upside down. Together they search World City and
beyond for a doctor who can cure Kat. But what they discover on the way goes
beyond science and into the dark sphere of magic.
About the Author:
Morgan L. Busse is the wife of a pastor, mother of four children, and the author of
the Follower of the Word series. Her debut novel Daughter of Light was both a
Christy Award and a Carol Award finalist.
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Title:
A Time to Die
Series:
Out of Time #1
Author:
Brandes, Nadine
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.3, 400 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Dystopian
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-029-8
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-029-9
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
1 October 2014
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Warrensburg, Missouri
Sales Handle:
Parvin Blackwater believes she has wasted her life. At only seventeen, she has
one year left according to the Clock by her bedside. In a last-ditch effort to make a
difference, she tries to rescue Radicals from the government’s crooked justice
system.
Description:

How would you live if you knew the day you'd die? Parvin Blackwater
believes she has wasted her life. At only seventeen, she has one year left
according to the Clock by her bedside. In a last-ditch effort to make a difference,
she tries to rescue Radicals from the government’s crooked justice system. But
when the authorities find out about her illegal activity, they cast her through the
Wall -- her people's death sentence. What she finds on the other side about the
world, about eternity, and about herself changes Parvin forever and might just
save her people. But her clock is running out.
About the Author:
Nadine Brandes learned to write her alphabet with a fountain pen. In Kindergarten.
Cool, huh? Maybe that's what started her love for writing. She started journaling at
age nine and thus began her habit of communicating via pen and paper more than
spoken words. She never decided to become a writer. Her brain simply classified it
as a necessity to life. Now she is a stay-at-home author, currently working on her
next book. A Time to Die is her debut novel. Visit her website:
www.NadineBrandes.com. Facebook: NadineBrandesAuthor. Twitter:
@NadineBrandes.
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
Assumed dead, a Radical must rise up to destroy the Wall once and for all. But
how much more can she sacrifice than her life?
Description:

What more can you sacrifice than your life? Parvin Blackwater is dead. At
least…that’s what the Council—and the world—thinks. But her sacrifice tore
down part of the Wall long enough to stir up hope and rebellion in the people.
Now she will rise again. Strong, free, and fearless. Parvin and Solomon must
uncover the mysterious clues that Jude left behind in order to destroy the
projected Wall once and for all. Meanwhile, the Council schemes to new levels
of technology in its attempts to keep the people contained. Can a one-handed
Radical and a scarred ex-Enforcer really bring shalom to the world?
About the Author:
Nadine Brandes writes stories about authentic faith, bold living, and worlds soaked
in imagination. She lives in Missouri with her husband and works as a freelance
editor. When she’s not writing, editing, or taste-testing a new chai, she is out
pursuing adventures.
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A Time to Rise
Out of Time #3
Brandes, Nadine
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 340 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Young Adult
Fiction/Religious/Christian/Sci
ence Fiction
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
General Trade
1-68370-046-5
978-1-68370-046-3
$21.99
14 October 2016

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Warrensburg, Missouri

Competitive Titles:

Marketing Highlights:
·Cover reveal
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Street team and blog-splosion
·Publicity through box subscription
·Giveaways
·Facebook party with author
Theme No matter how invisible you are to
the world, God can still use you to change it.
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Title:
A Time to Speak
Series:
Out of Time #2
Author:
Brandes, Nadine
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 472 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Dystopian
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/General
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-62184-055-7
ISBN-13:
978-1-62184-055-8
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
16 October 2015
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Warrensburg, Missouri
Sales Handle:
Parvin Blackwater wanted to die, but now she's being called to be a leader. The
only problem is, no one wants to follow. Parvin and Hawke find themselves on a
cargo ship of Radicals headed out to sea. What will the Council do to them? And
why are people suddenly dying before their Clocks have zeroed-out?
Description:

What happens when you live longer than you wanted to? Parvin Blackwater
wanted to die, but now she's being called to be a leader. The only problem is, no
one wants to follow. The Council uses Jude's Clock-matching invention to force
"new-and-improved" Clocks on the public. Those who can't afford one are
packed into boxcars like cattle and used for the Council's purposes. Parvin and
Hawke find themselves on a cargo ship of Radicals headed out to sea. What will
the Council do to them? And why are people suddenly dying before their Clocks
have zeroed-out?
About the Author:
Nadine Brandes learned to write her alphabet with a fountain pen. In Kindergarten.
Cool, huh? Maybe that's what started her love for writing. She started journaling at
age nine and thus began her habit of communicating via pen and paper more than
spoken words. She never decided to become a writer. Her brain simply classified it
as a necessity to life. Now she is a stay-at-home author, currently working on her
next book. Visit her website: www.NadineBrandes.com. Facebook:
@NadineBrandesAuthor. Twitter: @NadineBrandes. Goodreads:
@NadineBrandes. Instagram: @NadineBrandes
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:
BISAC 2:

Sales Handle:
Enter darkness... They have no choice. Chased by an evil prince, Achan, Vrell,
and the Kingsguard knights flee into Darkness. They head north where they must
free an army that can help them fight for Er’Rets.

To Darkness Fled
Blood of Kings #2
Williamson, Jill
Enclave
5.5 x 8.5, 499 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Fantasy/Epic
Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy &
Magic
General Trade
0-9825987-0-X
978-0-9825987-0-2
$22.99
1 April 2010

Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Eastern Oregon
Competitive Titles:

Description:

Enter darkness... They have no choice. Chased by an evil prince, Achan, Vrell,
and the Kingsguard knights flee into Darkness. They head north, for Tsaftown
and Ice Island, where they must free an army that can help them fight for Er’Rets.
Darkness sickens Vrell. How long can she keep her secret without being
caught? Achan already suspects her of lying. If she is not careful, he will suspect
her of treason as well. She hopes he will let his suspicions go until they reach her
home. Achan wanted freedom, but this new journey has bound him more than
ever. Sir Gavin’s claims are so far fetched. First, that there might only be one
God, and second, that this God chose Achan to push back Darkness, the
magnificent curse of Er’Rets. Him. Achan. Barely a man himself. Each setback
Darkness brings seems minor compared to the one choice only Achan can make.
What will he choose?
About the Author:
Jill Williamson is a novelist, dreamer, and believer. She writes stories that combine
danger, suspense, and adventure for people of all ages. Jill started Novel Teen
Book Reviews (www.novelteen.com) to help teens find great books to read. She
lives in Oregon with her husband and two children. To Darkness Fled is her
second novel.
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Title:
Series:
Author:
Imprint:
Size:
Binding:
BISAC 1:

Sales Handle:
What if the sleeping beauty refused to wake up? The rescue wasn't going at all
how he planned. Prince Arpien intends to gain a throne and the sleeping beauty's
heart, but after one hundred years of sleep imprisonment, Brierly refuses to believe
this rescue is anything more than a tantalizing but doomed dream.

Waking Beauty
Morin, Sarah E
Enclave
6 x 9, 467 Pages
PB-Trade Paperback
Fiction/Fairy Tales, Folk Tales,
Legends & Mythology
Fiction/Fantasy/General
General Trade
1-62184-043-3
978-1-62184-043-5
$22.99
21 April 2015

BISAC 2:
Ages:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
Price:
Pub Date:
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Indianapolis, Indiana

Competitive Titles:

Description:

What if the sleeping beauty refused to wake up? The rescue wasn't going at
all how he planned. Prince Arpien intends to gain a throne and the sleeping
beauty's heart with a single kiss that wakes her from the evil fairy's curse. But
kissing the princess is only the beginning of a series of unforeseen obstacles:
man-eating bugs, deadly spindles, talking lapdogs, and fiery pickles. The sleeping
beauty is the biggest complication of all. Princess Brierly is beautiful and
Fairy-Gifted, but also...daft. After one hundred years of sleep imprisonment,
Brierly refuses to believe this rescue is anything more than a tantalizing but
doomed dream. Arpien is drawn to the vibrancy beneath Brierly's indifferent
exterior. Can they reclaim her kingdom? Do they dare trust in the Prince of the
old tales to help them battle the evil fairy who cursed Brierly? What is the price of
waking beauty?
About the Author:
Sarah E. Morin is an author, poet, and euphoniumist. She is the Youth Experience
Manager at an interactive history park near Indianapolis, Indiana, where she
mentors 100 youth volunteers. She also writes and performs original monologues
and spoken pieces for conferences and local organizations.
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Title:
The Word Endangered
Series:
The Face of the Deep #3
Author:
Rzasa, Steve
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 412 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-016-3
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-016-6
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
Author Hometown: Buffalo, Wyoming
Sales Handle:
A conspiracy threatens to unravel the progress the Five Realms made since the
revolution, endangering the Word, and the relationship of the married couple
teamed against it.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

So much for peace and quiet. Now that the government overthrow is said and
done, a new frontier awaits colonization. That’s where Zarco Thread and his wife
enter. He and Ria head up a surveying crew, commissioned to report on worlds
with potential for settlements. However, nothing is settling about what they
discover. A conspiracy threatens to unravel the progress the Five Realms made
in the last decade. Not to mention, strain the development of Zarco and Ria’s
marriage. This time it’s more serious than revenge... A dominating force exists in
the Realm that has recruited their long-time enemies, tempting them with a greater
plot, one that will endanger the Word once again.
About the Author:
By day, Steve Rzasa works as your local technical services librarian in Buffalo,
Wyoming. By night, Steve dons his spacesuit and authors speculative fiction. Steve
has written several books, including his debut novel, The Word Reclaimed, which
finaled in American Christian Fiction Writers' Best Speculative Fiction award in
2010. He and his wife, Carrie, have two boys, whom he is teaching to love all
things sci-fi and superhero.
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·Blog tour
·Book Grabbr promotion
·Facebook party with author
·Giveaway
Theme We would do anything for our
families, even if it meant journeying to the
ends of the galaxy.
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Title:
The Word Reclaimed
Series:
The Face of the Deep #1
Author:
Rzasa, Steve
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 310 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-018-X
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-018-0
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
36
Author Hometown: Buffalo, Wyoming
Sales Handle:
For a young space scavenger, reclaiming the Word that was abolished years ago
becomes a matter of afterlife and death when the secret police are tipped off.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Finders keepers. . . Spare parts — that’s all Baden was looking for. Even then,
whatever wrecks the pirates leave to rust in some corner of space are hardly
worth the time he spends salvaging them. But a book? A Bible, no less? Now,
that’s different. The pages will bring a nice payout, with the content itself maybe
more than nice. Baden had thought the secret police erased all trace of religion
from the five colonies. But what if the find keeps him? A talking book should
be the least of Baden’s worries with the interstellar war storming. Should be.
However, when the secret police are tipped off, reclaiming the Word that was
abolished years ago, becomes a matter of afterlife and death.
About the Author:
By day, Steve Rzasa works as your local technical services librarian in Buffalo,
Wyoming. By night, Steve dons his spacesuit and authors speculative fiction. Steve
has written several books, including his debut novel, The Word Reclaimed, which
finaled in American Christian Fiction Writers' Best Speculative Fiction award in
2010. He and his wife, Carrie, have two boys whom he is teaching to love all things
sci-fi and superhero.
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Theme The Truth can never stay in the
dark.
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Title:
The Word Unleashed
Series:
The Face of the Deep #2
Author:
Rzasa, Steve
Imprint:
Enclave
Size:
5.5 x 8.5, 340 Pages
Binding:
PB-Trade Paperback
BISAC 1:
Fiction/Christian/Futuristic
BISAC 2:
Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
Ages:
General Trade
ISBN-10:
1-68370-020-1
ISBN-13:
978-1-68370-020-3
Price:
$21.99
Pub Date:
14 October 2016
Case qty:
36
Author Hometown: Buffalo, Wyoming
Sales Handle:
Chosen by a forbidden book as its keeper, a young scavenger must choose whether
to keep it safe underground or share the Word with his people.

Competitive Titles:

Description:

Come out, come out wherever you are. Hiding from the secret police offers
Baden time for reflection. Specifically, what has he learned about taking things
that don’t belong to him? Never again. Ever since he salvaged an outlawed book
from a space wreck, life has been damage control. He should just stop this game
of cat and mouse, hand the Bible over to the authorities if they want it so bad.
Except, he can’t let go of it. And now that Baden’s shared what he’s read with
believers who’ve been awaiting the book’s return, he’s realized unleashing the
Word is not a matter of hide but seek.
About the Author:
By day, Steve Rzasa works as your local technical services librarian in Buffalo,
Wyoming. By night, Steve dons his spacesuit and authors speculative fiction. Steve
has written seven books, including his debut novel, The Word Reclaimed, which
finaled in American Christian Fiction Writers' Best Speculative Fiction award in
2010. He and his wife, Carrie, have two boys whom he is teaching to love all things
sci-fi and superhero.
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Theme The Truth will always rise against
tyranny.

